
 

May 13, 2024 

~ FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE ~ 

 

Municipality Welcomes New Manager of Infrastructure and Public Works 

 

Sioux Lookout, ON – The Municipality of Sioux Lookout is excited to announce Aaron Gullins joining the 

team as Manager of Infrastructure and Public Works, effective April 30th. 

Aaron enters his new role equipped with a strong educational and professional background in civil 
engineering and business administration. His membership with the Professional Engineers of Ontario 
demonstrates a commitment to excellence and adherence to professional standards.  Furthermore, 
Aaron has dedicated considerable time and effort to researching asset management and life-cycle 
optimization within the realm of civil engineering. By leveraging this expertise, Aaron is poised to 
implement innovative strategies that maximize asset performance while minimizing lifecycle costs. 

He was educated in Thunder Bay, receiving a Bachelor of Engineering – Civil and a Master of Business 

Administration from Lakehead University after completing Civil Engineering Technology program at 

Confederation College.  

 

“Aaron’s multi-disciplinary skillset makes him a great asset to the Municipality. Beyond his experience in 

the construction industry, he has a substantial business background that will serve us well as we continue 

to find ways to achieve operational efficiency and excellence. We look forward to seeing the impact he 

will make on the community,” said CAO/Clerk, Brian MacKinnon. 

 

Gullins brings many years of experience in the region to the position.  Aaron began his engineering career 

as Project Supervision for Miller Northwest in Dryden. He also worked for Stantec and TBT Engineering 

in Thunder Bay, where he performed engineering consulting work within the highway, municipal, and 

building science disciplines. His work history also includes time with the Ministry of Transportation in 

Thunder Bay and most recently as a Construction Manager in Regina. Aaron has also taught at 

Confederation College within the civil engineering discipline, inspiring young minds to develop their own 

skills within the industry. 

 

“I’m looking forward to the challenges this role will bring,” said Gullins. I appreciate Sioux Lookout's 

current financial situation and will work to ensure our projects are handled efficiently and as cost-

effectively as possible. I can’t wait to meet more of the community.” 
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For more information, please contact: 

Brian P. MacKinnon, CAO/Municipal Clerk 

807-738-2170 or bmackinnon@siouxlookout.ca  
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